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node mc1.wikimedia.org {
include role::memcached

}

class role::memcached {
        class { "memcached":
                memcached_size => '89088',
                memcached_port => '11211',
                memcached_options => {
                        '-o' => 'slab_reassign',
                        '-D' => ':',
                }
        }
}



class memcached (
$memcached_size = '2000',
$memcached_port = '11000',
$memcached_ip = '0.0.0.0',
$memcached_options = {}) {
        package { memcached:
                ensure => $version;
        }
        service { memcached:
                require => Package[memcached],
                enable     => true,
                ensure => running;
        }
        file { 
                "/etc/memcached.conf":
                        content => template("memcached/memcached.conf.erb"),
                        owner => root,
                        group => root,
                        mode => 0644;
        }
}



# memcached default config file
-d
logfile /var/log/memcached.log
-m <%= memcached_size %>
-p <%= memcached_port %>
-u nobody
-l <%= memcached_ip %>
-c 25000
-n 5
-f 1.05
<% memcached_options.each_pair do |option,value| -%>
<%= option %> <%= value %>
<% end -%>



salt 'mc*.wikimedia.org' –out json pkg.upgrade
{
    "mc1.pmtpa.wmflabs": {
        "libdevmapper1.02.1": {
            "new": "2:1.02.48-4ubuntu7.2", 
            "old": "2:1.02.48-4ubuntu7.1"
        }, 
        "libudev0": {
            "new": "175-0ubuntu9.3", 
            "old": "175-0ubuntu9.2"
        } 
    },
    "mc2.pmtpa.wmflabs": {
        "libdevmapper1.02.1": {
            "new": "2:1.02.48-4ubuntu7.2", 
            "old": "2:1.02.48-4ubuntu7.1"
        }
    }
}



salt -G 'cluster-type:canary' –out json pkg.upgrade
{
    "mw1.pmtpa.wmflabs": {
        ...
    },
    "mw2.pmtpa.wmflabs": {
        ...
    },
    "mc1.pmtpa.wmflabs": {
        ...
    },
    "cp1.pmtpa.wmflabs": {
        ...
    },
    "pc1.pmtpa.wmflabs": {
        ...
    },
    ...
}



salt -G 'cluster-type:canary' wmftest.puppet_env 'canary'
salt -G 'cluster-type:canary' puppet.run

<test>

salt -G 'cluster-type:canary' wmftest.puppet_env 'production'
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DevOps
IT's newest annoying buzzword

DevOps, a terrible buzzword that really 
doesn't mean anything. The only 
buzzword worse than this is Cloud. 
So, let's talk about how Wikimedia is 
using the Cloud to promote a devops 
culture. On a more serious note, 
there's some very good practices that 
are often described using the term 
devops. It really means a number of 
things. I'll cover some of the more 
solid concepts the term covers. Let's 
look at Wikimedia's architecture. I'll 
use this as an example to cover the 
concepts.



  

 

  3Architecture: LAMP...

Here's the most simple concept of our 
architecture. We're a LAMP stack. We 
use Linux, Apache, MySQL and PHP 
to deliver HTML, CSS, Javascript, 
images and other miscellaneous fi le 
types. Our actual architecture is only 
slightly more complicated than this.



  

 

  4...slightly expanded.

Here's another simplifi ed version of our 
architecture. This only covers our core product, 
which is MediaWiki, and it is missing a number 
of things, like our IPv6 services, network 
architecture, our deployment infrastructure, our 
PDF generation, monitoring, backups, analytics, 
our new wikitext parsing infrastructure, our data 
exports, our test and development 
infrastructure, our bastion hosts, our fundraising 
cluster, our profi ling and system logging 
infrastructure, our confi guration management 
and remote execution infrastructure, our email 
infrastructure, or our video transcoders. It's also 
very heavily simplifi ed. This is only our primary 
datacenter. We also have a fully redundant 
failover that serves cached content, and two 
caching datacenters.

Giving a talk about this simplifi ed version of the 
architecture takes an hour. A full architecture 
overview would likely take 3 hours, and no 
single engineer at Wikimedia can fully describe 
it in its entirety.
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No one can know 
everything

And here's a concept that forms some of the ideas of 
devops: No one can know everything. This is 
important in a number of ways.
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Easy to remember

Let's take for instance an installation of MediaWiki 
on a single system. It's easy to remember 
everything about how to install and confi gure 
this system.
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Impossible
to

remember

Now back to the more complicated diagram. It's 
impossible to remember how to install and confi gure 
all of these services. In fact, without excellent 
documentation, most of these services would be very 
diffi cult to rebuild from scratch without adding 
regressions.

A complex infrastructure is in itself an application. 
Applications have installers, they have confi guration 
fi les, and properly built complex infrastructures do as 
well.
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Configuration
Management

Configuration
Management

+
Remote

Execution
+

Orchestration
+

More

A confi guration management system manages the 
confi guration of an infrastructure. Wikimedia is using 
two systems, currently. Were using puppet for 
confi guration management and salt stack for remote 
execution and orchestration.
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node mc1.wikimedia.org {
include role::memcached

}

class role::memcached {
        class { "memcached":
                memcached_size => '89088',
                memcached_port => '11211',
                memcached_options => {
                        '-o' => 'slab_reassign',
                        '-D' => ':',
                }
        }
}

Puppet has a domain specifi c language (a DSL). Its 
DSL is a declarative language. Rather than an 
iterative language, which is executed line by line, 
with loops and branching and such, puppet's DSL 
declares the state of a node. Here's an example of 
confi guring a single memcached server.
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class memcached (
$memcached_size = '2000',
$memcached_port = '11000',
$memcached_ip = '0.0.0.0',
$memcached_options = {}) {
        package { memcached:
                ensure => $version;
        }
        service { memcached:
                require => Package[memcached],
                enable     => true,
                ensure => running;
        }
        file { 
                "/etc/memcached.conf":
                        content => template("memcached/memcached.conf.erb"),
                        owner => root,
                        group => root,
                        mode => 0644;
        }
}

●Actual description
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# memcached default config file
-d
logfile /var/log/memcached.log
-m <%= memcached_size %>
-p <%= memcached_port %>
-u nobody
-l <%= memcached_ip %>
-c 25000
-n 5
-f 1.05
<% memcached_options.each_pair do |option,value| -%>
<%= option %> <%= value %>
<% end -%>

●Template
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salt 'mc*.wikimedia.org' –out json pkg.upgrade
{
    "mc1.pmtpa.wmflabs": {
        "libdevmapper1.02.1": {
            "new": "2:1.02.48-4ubuntu7.2", 
            "old": "2:1.02.48-4ubuntu7.1"
        }, 
        "libudev0": {
            "new": "175-0ubuntu9.3", 
            "old": "175-0ubuntu9.2"
        } 
    },
    "mc2.pmtpa.wmflabs": {
        "libdevmapper1.02.1": {
            "new": "2:1.02.48-4ubuntu7.2", 
            "old": "2:1.02.48-4ubuntu7.1"
        }
    }
}

It's nice to have a defi nition of a system, but 
occasionally it's necessary to change things and to 
do maintenance on large groups of systems at a 
time. For instance, it's a good idea to update systems 
for security patches, when vulnerabilities are 
discovered. Salt stack let's us do this in a relatively 
simple manner. Here's an example of upgrading all 
packages on a system.
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salt -G 'cluster-type:canary' –out json pkg.upgrade
{
    "mw1.pmtpa.wmflabs": {
        ...
    },
    "mw2.pmtpa.wmflabs": {
        ...
    },
    "mc1.pmtpa.wmflabs": {
        ...
    },
    "cp1.pmtpa.wmflabs": {
        ...
    },
    "pc1.pmtpa.wmflabs": {
        ...
    },
    ...
}

Just doing upgrades like that is insane, though. How 
do you know it isn't going to break everything? So, 
let's take another approach. Rather than just 
upgrading everything, let's use a set of canary 
systems. We'll upgrade them, test to ensure nothing 
breaks, then we can upgrade the rest.
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salt -G 'cluster-type:canary' wmftest.puppet_env 'canary'
salt -G 'cluster-type:canary' puppet.run

<test>

salt -G 'cluster-type:canary' wmftest.puppet_env 'production'

We can do a similar thing using puppet, by setting an 
environment. We can change our canary systems to 
use the canary puppet environment, then force a 
puppet run on all the canary systems, then once we 
are fi nished testing, we can merge our changes into 
the production environment and set the canary 
systems back to the production environment.

Even with these adjustments, this isn't a sane strategy.
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Testing in production is crazy. Wikimedia did this for 
years. We still do, to some point. It's fi ne though, 
everything is working as expected.
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There's better approaches for testing, but I'll get 
into that later. So far I've given an idea of 
devops concepts from an operations 
perspective. The main idea there is automation. 
Let's look at this from a developer's point of 
view, though.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/amagill/3225245292/
sizes/l/in/photostream/
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Developers usually write software on their 
laptops. A single MediaWiki instance is way 
different from an infrastructure like this. In a 
traditional environment developers are mostly 
segregated from doing operations work, and 
operations folk are segregated from doing 
development on the core application. 
Operations is often charged with deploying the 
application, and you end up with a few major 
problems:

Operations has no clue what went wrong with a 
deployment

Developers have no clue why their code broke 
something in the infrastructure

Another concept of devops is that there should be 
some mixing of operations and development. It's 
not necessary for every developer to know the 
infrastructure perfectly, and it's not necessary for 
every operations person to know the core app 
perfectly, but there should be a number of 
operations and developers that know both the 
infrastructure and the core app well enough to 
keep things running well, and to mentor others.

There's a last major problem with segregating 
operations and developers.
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Ops

There's always going to be more developers than 
operations. Operations becomes a bottleneck for the 
entire organization. When developers can do 
operations work, it lets developers unblock their own 
work.

http://www.flickr.com/photos/tswestendorp/4631910301
/sizes/o/in/photostream/
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Let's look at Wikimedia as an example. We have 
roughly 500m readers, 100k editors, 650 developers, 
and about 10-15 operations members. Blockers 
notice the bottleneck. Things lower in this diagram 
block things higher.

So, how do we eliminate this bottleneck? First, we 
enable the staff to do operations work. Wikimedia 
has a massive volunteer community, and everything 
we do is open source. So, if we open source our 
infrastructure…
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We can let volunteers break all the things just like we 
do! That said, we can't just give root away to 
volunteers, and we defi nitely can't let them test in 
production.
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A couple years ago, I created a project called 
Wikimedia Labs. Labs is a cloud infrastructure that is 
used to extend the most powerful concept of 
Wikimedia's projects to its production infrastructure: 
anyone can edit.

Staff and volunteers can use this environment to test 
and develop changes that can then very easily be 
moved into production.
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Labs Architecture

Here's a quick overview of its architecture. I won't go 
too deeply into this. The basics are that users access 
MediaWiki as a frontend. From here they can create 
instances, manage fl oating IP addresses, DNS 
entries, manage puppet confi guration, manage 
authorization for instances in their projects, manage 
fi rewall rules, etc.. MediaWiki does this by talking 
with OpenStack's API, by modifying LDAP, and (in 
the near future) interacting with salt stack via salt api.
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Labs
Access

Labs is very heavily built around OpenStack's concept 
of multi-tenancy. The concept of multi-tenancy is 
simple. There's a number of projects. A user can be a 
member of multiple projects, and can have elevated 
privileges in those projects by being in roles. In the 
Labs environment there's one role for projects called 
projectadmin. This lets users create/delete/confi gure 
virtual machines, public IP addresses, DNS entries, 
etc.. Being a member of a project allows them to ssh 
into its virtual machines.

Notice in this diagram that I have a cloud for 
anonymous users. The arrows are pointing to 
instances within projects. Those instances have 
public IP addresses, and are running some service 
that's available to anonymous users on the internet.

The basic concept is that people can create entire 
infrastructures within projects. They can test puppet 
and software changes inside of these.
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Infrastructure 
Development 

Cycle

This is our basic model of testing puppet changes and 
package upgrades before they hit production. Users 
build infrastructure that looks like production, and 
test there fi rst. We then merge their changes into 
production and deploy them there. This lets staff 
developers and volunteers make root level changes 
on our infrastructure without needing direct root 
access.
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Deploying
Infrastructure

Changes

Of course, this is still dangerous. We have to ensure 
that the changes being made are really the ones we 
want to deploy.

In Labs, any change merged automatically gets 
deployed to all other Labs instances. In production, 
an operations team member must manually merge 
the change into our production checkout of the 
puppet repo before the change will apply.
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MediaWiki
Development

Cycle

Labs changes our development process as well. No 
cowboy coding. Changes must be tested before they 
can be deployed. Specifi cally, people make their 
changes on a development instance in Labs (or 
using a development environment on their laptops), 
then they push their changes in for review. After the 
code has been reviewed, it's automatically pushed 
out to our beta cluster for further testing. Once it's 
known to be working properly in that environment, 
we often deploy the change to some smaller 
community wikis. mediawiki.org is often the spot, 
since it's frequented by developers and we like to eat 
our own dog food. After that it's often pushed to a 
number of smaller community wikis, then it's pushed 
to all of the wikis.
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Automated
testing

Note that when changes are pushed in for review that 
we also have automated tests that run. We have a 
number of test suites, run by jenkins, like phpunit 
(with coverage tests), linters for most languages, 
selenium, testswarm, etc.. Some tests block merge, 
while others are simply informative. Here's the 
general process behind this.
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Automate
Integrate

Test

Wrapping up, there's three basic concepts here:

1. Automate the infrastructure, treating it like an 
application

2. Integrate your operations and development teams
3. Test your application and infrastructure to avoid 

regressions and outages
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Get Involved!

● GSoC
● Outreach Program

    for Women
● Labs Mentorship

So, please, get involved. We have a number of 
programs that involve mentoring and/or internships. 
See:

http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Summer_of_Code_2013
https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Outreach_Program_for_Women
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Ryan LaneRyan Lane

Wikimedia FoundationWikimedia Foundation

ryan@wikimedia.orgryan@wikimedia.org

IRC: Ryan_Lane onIRC: Ryan_Lane on

Freenode; channels:Freenode; channels:
● #mediawiki#mediawiki
● #wikimedia-labs#wikimedia-labs
● #wikimedia-tech#wikimedia-tech
● #openstack#openstack
● #openstack-dev#openstack-dev

Please don't hesitate to contact me. I'm very active on 
IRC, and would love to talk to you.
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